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", Steve Jobs."I'm convinced that about half of what separates the successful business owners from the
non-successful ones is pure perseverance. Rockefeller, Bob Dylan, Pope Francis, Leo Tolstoy, Martin
Luther King Jr.1 in what they carry out; - Each web page with non-fixed day blank - Every double web
page through the entire notebook, contains 100 rates from the 100 icons who are thought to be the
greatest success of their fields; for instance, Sir Winston Churchill, John D. The Laptop of SUCCESS is
The only notebook that has 100 of the World's Most Successful Males of their careers motivate you
making use of their sayings daily, at every page turn!, & Christopher Columbus, among others. All
quotable people are men from different walks of life, while they are considered No. The reserve contains:
- 200 ruled web pages. from The world's richest billionaires to The best footballer of the 20th century!,
from The Nobel Peace Prize winner to The best performing CEO on earth! Rates are meticulously
shortlisted so they are the most beneficial & inspiring sayings that allow visitors walk shoulder to shoulder
with those Number Ones!, or from The most acclaimed author to The very best basketball player ever! For
the purpose of journaling one's achievements daily, noting down quotes well worth keeping, jotting down
suggestions, or taking notes at one's own will, The Notebook of SUCCESS will be a perfect present for
yourself, or any success determining men you know.
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Five Stars good quotes, ideal notebook journal for my nephew Great thought taker Exactly what I was
longing for. If you're looking for something more to operate a vehicle productivity like I was, this is
simply not the product for you. Books Awesome Great gift idea Great journal with great estimates. I want
it had a difficult cover to create it appear to be better quality. A place for thoughts, concepts, personal
notes and a casino game plan for success! It's exactly what I was looking for.Nice male journal Nice
looking book- desire they offered one leather bound for the professional bound guy. It isn't cheaply made.
Great believed taker. Five Stars Nice book If you're looking for something more to operate a vehicle
productivity like I was This product is only a blank notebook with a few interspersed quotes. Bought it for
daughters boyfriend in his Senior yr of college and he adored it.
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